Abstract. The creation and propagation of jump discontinuities in the solutions of semilinear strictly hyperbolic systems is studied in the case where the initial data has a discrete set, {xi}~= 1, of jump discontinuities. Let S be the smallest closed set which satisfies: (i) S is a union of forward characteristics.
I. Introduction
This paper is devoted to the study of the regularity of locally bounded solutions to strictly hyperbolic semilinear first order systems in one space variable. That is, we study ueL~oc(f2) satisfying
Ao(x, t)~tu -AI(x, t)~xu = G(x, t, u)
(1.1)
where the A i are smooth m x m complex matrix-valued functions. We suppose that the system is strictly hyperbolic, that is, det A o =/= 0 and the equation det (A o -2A 1) = 0 has m distinct real roots, {2i}m= 1' for all < x, t > under consideration. We study solutions on R T, the open trapezodial region bounded above and below by the lines t = T, t = 0, on the left by a characteristic of maximal speed, and on the right by a characteristic of minimal speed. We let I t = R T c~ { < x, t > 1 t = ~}. qSe@ (Interior (If)), ~bu is a continuous function of t, for t near T, with values in L ~° (R) = L 1 (R)* endowed with the weak star topology. Similar one sided assertions apply at t = T and t = 0 so it makes sense to discuss the initial values ofu. In addition there is a local existence and uniqueness theorem in this category, and for many systems solutions exist globally in time. Thus, there are an abundance of L °° solutions of (1.1) and they are uniquely determined on R r by their data on I o = [a, b] .
In our analysis we take advantage of the fact that by a smooth change of the dependent variables, the Eq. (1.1) and the initial condition can be cast in the canonical form:
(Ot+ A~x)U=F(x,t,u) (x,t)~R r u(x, O) = u°(x) xeI o (t.2)
where A = diag {21 ..... 2m}. NOW, suppose that the initial data u ° is C ~° with bounded derivatives except for finitely many jump discontinuities (either in u or derivatives of u or both) at the points xl, ..., x, eI o. What are the smoothness properties of u in Rr? Let S O denote the intersection of R r with the union of forward characteristic curves from each of the points x~. If F is linear function of u for each (x, t), then the singular support of u in R will be contained in S o. In [4] , we gave the following example which showed that if F is nonlinear the singular support may be larger than S O . Consider the system Then it is easy to check directly that u = ( v, w, z) jumps across the solid lines in Fig. 2 . Furthermore, although u is continuous across the dashed line, Dxu has a jump there. This new "'anomalous" discontinuity across the dashed line could not occur if the right-hand of (t.3) were linear. This suggests the following general principle for semilinear hyperbolic partial differential equations: When two singularity bearing characteristics cross, the point of intersection becomes, 3), the anomalous singularity is in the first derivative while the singularities along the solid fines are in u itself. This suggests a second general principle: Anomalous singularities are weaker than the singularities that produced them, It is the purpose of this paper to make these two principles precise for jump discontinuities of solutions to semifinear strictly hyperbolic systems in two variables.
From the intersection points of S o , construct the forward characteristics which are not already in S o and call this set S r In general, let S,+ 1 denote the union of forward characteristics, which are not already in 0 Sk, from intersection points Figure 3 shows the set S for the system (1.3) with two initial singular points xl and x 2. In general, U s k will not be a closed set. This can happen as follows. Consider a four-by-four system with two rightward moving and two leftward moving characteristics and two initial singular points x 1 and x 2. The point p (See Fig. 4 ) will be a limit point of intersection points and oO it is quite easy to see that whenever that is the case, the curves of U Sk will be dense in the whole forward cone from p (i.e. everything to the right of the most s~ \ leftward characteristic and to the left of the most rightward characteristic), so the whole forward cone from p will be in S. In general, S will consist of such closed forward cones plus a network of pieces of characteristic curves (see Fig. 5 ). There is a qualitative difference between the cases m = 2, m = 3, and m > 4. In the case m = 2, singularities propagate as in the linear case (this is just the result of [4] ) since S = S o. In the case m = 3, anomalous singularities can occur but S will consist of a locally finite latticework of curves. For m > 4, S will contain, in general, both a latticework of curves and closed forward cones. Now we can describe the results of this paper. In Sect. 2, we prove that u is C ~ on Rr\S, i.e. the singular support of u is contained in S. Thus, the only way that anomalous singularities (that is, singularities not present if F is linear) can appear is by the method described in the first general principle above.
In Sect. 3, we investigate the second general principle, the amelioration of anomalous singularities. We will say that u has order n across a curve in S if all of the first n partial derivatives of u are continuous across the curve but the same is not true for n + 1. Suppose that two characteristics cg 1 and ~2 carrying singularities of order n 1 and n 2 respectively intersect at a point p and that u is smooth across the other characteristics which are incoming to p. We prove that u will be at least of order n 1 + n z + 2 on all of the forward characteristics from p except cg I and cg 2 (where u will still have orders n I and nz). In general, more than two singularity bearing characteristics may intersect at a single point. Label the characteristics coming in to p by cg i, i = 1 .... , m, and the orders of u across the incoming parts of the cgl by n~, i = 1, ..., m, where we have chosen our labels so that n 1 < rt 2 ~ ni, for i ~ 1, 2. If u is C ~ across cg, then we set n~ = Go. Denote by rn~ the order of u across the outgoing piece of cg~. We prove that m~ > min {n~, n 1 + n 2 + 2}.
In other words, if nl and n 2 are the orders of the worst incoming singularities then the outgoing singularities will have order at least n 1 +n 2 + 2 unless u has order an n~ which is less than nl + n 2 + 2 on the incoming part of the characteristic in question. In the example (1.3), n 1 = -1, n 2 = -1, so n 1 + n 2 + 2 = 0. Thus u should be continuous across the dashed line in Fig. 2 but could have a singularity in its first derivative there. This is exactly the case. In the case depicted in Fig. 3 , we see that if u has order -1 at x~ and x z, then u will have order at least k-1 across the lines S k. Less precise results expressing the second general principle can be found in [t], [2] , and [3] .
The results of Sect. 3 guarantee that when anomalous singularities are produced they are weaker than the singularities which produce them. However, this does not answer the question of when the anomalous singularities actually exist. That is, which of the lines in S are actually part of the singular support of u and what is the order of u across these lines? This is the question which is investigated in Sect. 4 . To see that this is a delicate question, notice that if one looks at Fig. 2 and runs time backwards, then the singularity along the dashed lines disappears. We show that ifn 1 > 0, n 2 > 0, ni > n 1 + n 2 + 2, for i :p 1, 2, and if
for some i :p 1, 2, where q is the intersection point of cg 1 and (b¢2 , then u will have order exactly nl + n 2 + 2 on the ith forward characteristic from q. This criterion permits us to construct examples where the anomalous singularities occur on all the isolated lines of S with orders exactly equal to those predicted by the amelioration formula m i = rain {hi, n 1 + n z + 2}. The analysis also explains the disappearance of singularities mentioned above.
The assumption of strict hyperbolicity guarantees that the {2i}i~= t are distinct. In fact, the results of Sects. 2 and 3 go over virtually unchanged to the case where the multiplicities of the 2i are constant. It is merely necessary to regard the components of u which correspond to the same speed 2 i as a single vector-valued component. The ideas of the proofs in Sect. 4 also carry over easily to the case of constant multiplicity, but the main condition (4.1) is replaced by a matrix condition.
The elementary methods of the paper are useful for studying jump discontinuities across isolated curves, but they break down when the singular sets are more complicated. For example, suppose that the initial data are H ~ on an interval and C~° outside of the interval. Then the union of forward cones (including the interiors) from the points in this interval will, in general, be the singular support of u and this singular support should be stratified into regions of various degrees of smoothness because of the principle of amelioration of singularities. In order to handle these problems, one must construct a nonlinear microlocal calculus and apply it to semilinear hyperbolic systems. We do this in a forthcoming paper, [5] . That paper does not subsume the results of this one for two reasons. First, that paper deals only with the case of continuous functions so the interesting case of jumps in u is excluded. Secondly, it is difficult to identify and study piece-wise smooth functions by the methods of Fourier analysis.
Although we have mentioned the solid forward cones, we don't prove anything about them in this paper. A natural extension of the results of Sect. 3 suggests that each time singularities intersect, the anomalous singularities produced should be at least one derivative smoother. Thus, if we are only interested in C N smoothness for fixed N, we should only have to consider finitely many interactions. So, if the data is C ~ except for finitely many jump discontinuities, we expect that the solution will be C N except on a finite network of curves. As N gets larger, the number of singularity carrying curves increases, until, as N ~ o% the curves become dense in the solid forward cones discussed above. We prove these statements in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and provide examples where the initial data is C ° except for two points, but an entire solid forward cone is contained in the singular support of the solution.
Throughout this paper the symbol [hi <*) will denote the jump in the function h L -Ip at the point p across the ith member of a family of curves. For vertical curves the jump is from left to right; otherwise it is from bottom to top. It is a pleasure to thank M. Oberguggenberger for helpful discussions.
Smoothness
In this section we shall prove that u is C ® on Rr\S. If <x, t> is a point of Rr\S, then the backward "cone" from (x, t> (i.e. the domain of dependence of (x, t>) contains only finitely many curves, F i, i = 1, ..., k, from the set S. To see this, note that if the cone contained infinitely many intersection points of curves in S, then the closed forward cones from the limit points would contain (x, t > and would be contained in S. Since < x, t > ~ S the cone can contain only finitely many intersection points. Thus, by the definition of S, the only points of the cone which are also in S are points in S o and the points on the forward characteristics from these finitely many intersection points. Since every ( x 0, t o > in RT\S is contained 
F k
Assume that the line Ly ° = { (Yo, r)l0 < r < So} intersects the curves { i)i= 1 one at a time and transversally and that (yo, So )¢ w F~. We want to prove that u is N times continuously differentiable and derive a formula for the derivatives. Since the F~ are C ~ curves which are transverse to L, they are the graphs of C ~ functions ~:~ for y near Yo" Relabeling the F~ so that 71 < Yi+ 1, we can write
where we set Yo(Y) ~ 0. Clearly, 0~u exists and equals g(y, s) for (y, s) near (yo, So ) and from the hypotheses on g we get immediately that d~0~e~u exists and is continuous near (yo, So ) if f2 > 1 and :1 + f2 < N. Thus, we need only consider the pure y derivatives of u. Each term in (2.1) is continuously differentiable with respect to y. Differentiating and collecting terms, we find:
where F"I (° denotes the jump from below F~ to above F~ at p. The integral is to I_ ..lp be understood as a sum of integrals over the pieces of Ly. Because of the hypotheses on g, 0yu is continuous so u is continuously differentiable near (yo, so ).
s To take the ~?y derivative of ~?ru, notice that S0ft(y, r)dr has the same form as 0 the expression which we differentiated above, so
and
It is clear that we can continue in this way differentiating N times with respect to y and obtain, for n =< N:
where r.l(0 denotes the jump from below F~ to above at (y, y~(y)). Thus u
is C N at (y0, So )" Notice that the answer in (2.4) is independent of the ordering of {Yi}-We also remark that our notation seems to imply that the line Lr ° intersects each curve F i only once. We need no such hypothesis since the analysis is completely local in a neighborhood of L. If one of the F~ interests Lr ° more than once, we just treat the pieces of F~ near the different intersection points as separate curves.
We summarize these computations in a lemma: Lemma 2.1. Let g be a function from a neighborhood, W, of the line Ly ° = { (Yo, r) t0<r<s0} to ~ such that g is C n except across finitely many C n curves
k, which intersect L, ° transversally. Suppose that (Yo, So) is not on any Fi and that Lr ° intersects the F i one at a time O.e. Lyoc~Fic3F j = ~ifi 5g j). Suppose that all the derivatives of g up to order N have,for each i, (local) continuous extensions from each side ofF i up to Fi and define u in a neighborhood of ( y o, s o ) by
Then u is C n in a neighborhood of ( yo, So ) and the y &q'ivatives satisfy (2.4).
We are now ready for the main theorem:
be a region of ~2 as described in the introduction with initial interval I o = [a, b] and suppose that A is C Oo in a neighborhood ~/" of R w and that F :rift ×Em ~ R,~ is Coo. Let u6L°°(Rr) m satisfy (1.2) in the sense of distributions and take on the initial data u°(x)eL~(Io). Suppose that u°(x) is C °~ with each derivative uniformly bounded on the complement of finitely many points {xi}~= 1" Let S be the closed subset of R r defined in the introduction. Then u is Coo on RT\S and all derivatives of u have continuous extensions from each connected component of RrkS to its closure.
Proof. As described at the beginning of this section, it is sufficient to consider the case where R r is a backward cone and S consists of finitely many curves. We wilt show that for each integer N ~ 0, u is in cN.(RT\S). Since the initial value problem (1.2) has at most one solution in U°(RT), it suffices to show that there is a solution in CN. (Rr\S) , for this solution must be u. We construct the solution in C.Nby solving the integral equations corresponding to (1.2).
Suppose that w ~ C~(Rto\S) and,
where cgi(x, t) is the ith backward characteristic from (x, t) to I o and a -, ~(a) is the arclength parametrization of cg~(x, t). If w is in C N and J/fw = w, then w satisfies (1.2) in the sense of distributions and takes on the correct initial data.
The crucial step in finding a fixed point in C. N is to show that ~//d takes C~(R,o\S )
into itself. Suppose that ( x, t) ¢ S. Then cgi(x, t) intersects the curves in S (which we denote by {Fi} one at a time, for if cg~(x, t) intersected an intersection point of two or more of the Fj then (x, t) would be in S by the way in which S was defined. For such ( x, t ) ¢ S, we want to show that (~w)~ is N times continuously differentiable. In order to do this it is convenient to work in coordinates so that the ith vector field, 8 t + 2~0~, is straightened out. Define a mapping ~h : ( x, t ) ~ (y, s) by letting y be the x-coordinate of the point where cgz(x, t) intersects I 0 and s be the length 
J/Zw ~ CS,(Rto\S) if w eCN, (Rto\S).
To solve Jfw = w, one shows that for t o small ~ is a contraction on a ball in enough. For N = 1, there will be terms in the expressions for ~x (Jgw -J//~) small and ~-(JC/w -Jgv~) which involvefi (., w(')) evaluated at points. Sincefi is Lipschitz on bounded sets, there is a C such that for all w, CeX°o and t I < to, we have:
Since C is not small at looks hard to prove the contraction property. This is the reason for el-By choosing the norm as we did, when we compute ItJ/w -~1t:, there is an additional factor of e~ on both sides of (2.5). e 1 is just chosen so that e~C < 1. With this trick it is easy to prove that rig' is a contraction on Xt ~, for t~ small (in general smaller than to). The proofs for higher N are similar. Notice, however, that as N -* do we may have t N -~ 0. We would like to fix N and apply the above local existence theorem and show that after finitely many applications we will have u ~ CS,(RT\S). There are two problems. The first is that we must show that the interval of existence does not shrink to zero. We do this by proving an apriori estimate which shows that for 0 < ~ < T and u in X~ v satisfying the differential equation,
has a bound independent of ~. This is accomplished as follows: We bound the first derivatives of u i using the (yi, s i) coordinates. Since c?~u i = f~(u), the bound on u yields a bound on ~u i. To bound ~yu i, we use the differentiation formula
s) = ~ c~yfi(u(y, r) )dr + (?yui(y , O) -~, F~,' r'IO)
L~jai.J(y,~Ay))" 0 j=l
If ( y, s ) ~ S, then ui(. , 0) = u ° (.) is smooth at y and, by the hypotheses on u °, It?yu ° I is uniformly bounded for such y. The third term depends only on u and is thus bounded by a constant depending only on M o (we will denote constants depending only on T, A, F and M o by C(Mo) ). Thus,
s [ ]t?yUi(Y,S)[<=C(Mo)+C(Mo) ! r,u)+ ~ (awf~)(ayuj(y,r)) dr

1=1
<= C(M o) + C(Mo) I It?yuj(y, r)I dr. Oj=l
Returning to the original variables, we find that t
Ml(t ) <-C(Mo)+ C(Mo)~MI(p)dp 0
which by Gronwall's inequality shows that Ml(t ) is apriori bounded in R~ by a constant M 1 .
We now use the same procedure to estimate M2(t ) and so forth. The two crucial points are, first, that the jump terms in the differentiation formula (2.4) for the (N + I) 't derivatives depend only on the first N derivatives and thus are bounded by the induction hypothesis. Secondly, the term under the integral in the formulas is always linear in the N + 1 ~t derivatives and so, when the lower order terms are dominated by the induction hypothesis, the Gronwall lemma again gives the result for N + 1. Thus each M,,(t) is apriori bounded so we can continue to apply the local existence theorem and arrive at T after finitely many steps. There is one last difficulty. The local existence theorem gives us a solution in {Zi}i= 1 where the line
Rto. This solution will be singular, at most, at the points h t = t o intersects S. If z i is an intersection of two or more curves in S, then all forward characteristics from zi are in S and there is no problem. If z i is on only one curve, G e in S, then we expect (and are trying to prove) that near t o the singularity will continue on the curve and not go on the other forward characteristic curves (let's call them {G~[ i 5 ~ E} from z~. Unfortunately, from the local existence result starting at t o, we can only conclude that u is C N away from the union of the curves in S and the {Gk}. This difficulty is overcome as follows: If we apply the local existence result with initial data u(x, t o -e) given at time t'= t o -e then we conclude that u is C s near z~ except on the union of S and the other forward characteristics {Gk} from the singular point z'~. Since the 2i are distinct, the {G'k} can intersect the {G~Ji 4= g} in only finite many points such as p in Fig. 8 . We conclude that u is C N across the {Gil i :p g} except possibly for these finitely many points. By varying e, we can eliminate these points also. I 
Interaction of Singularities
In this section we derive an upper bound for the strengths of the anomalous singularities produced when two or more singularities meet. Let q be a point of intersection of isolated curves in S and let R be a neighborhood of q of the form described in the introduction (see Fig. 9 ) so that there are no other intersection points in R. By a change of time variable, we may label the beginning, the intersecting, and the ending times of R by t = 0, ½, and 1, respectively. Lable the characteristics through q by ~,i= 1 ..... m, and let n~,i= 1 .... om be the largest integer so that u is C"' across ~ for t s [0, ~), i.e. so that u is in C "' in a neighborhood of the incoming half of~. We set n i = ~ ifu is C ~ across ~i for ts [0, ½). Ifu itself jumps, n~ wilI equal -1 ; n~ will equal 0 if u is continuous but a first derivative jumps, and so forth. We relable the characteristics if necessary so that -1 < n~ < n 2 _< n i if i ¢ 1, 2. There are two trivial cases. If nl = n 2 = co (which is possible since S contains but does not necessarily equal sing supp u), then u is C ~ in R for tel-0, ½) and Theorem 1 implies that u is C ~ in all ofR. Ifn 1 < ~ and n 2 = ~, then Theorem 1 applied at time t = ¼ together with the argument at the very end of the proof of Theorem 1 show that u is C ~ in R except on ~1 across which it is at least C "~. This just repeats what we already know, namely that anomalous singularities can only be produced when two or more singularity bearing characteristics intersect. The usual case is when the curves in S intersect two at a time, i.e. n i = ~ for i ~ 1, 2.
In this case u is at least C "1 +"2 + 2 across the forward characteristics from q except c~ 1 and ~2. If one of the other incoming characteristics, cgi, is carrying a singularity, i.e. ni < to for some i ~ 1, 2, then we would not expect u to be better than C "~ on the outgoing part of (gi and this is reflected by the formula (3.1).
The proof consists of several steps which gradually establish more and more smoothness across the outgoing parts of the cg~. First we show that u is C "1 in R. Step 1. u is C "~ in R Proof. If n 1 = -1 we have nothing to prove since we already know that u is in C,. If n 1 ~ 0, then standard regularity theorems in one space variable (or one can use the proof of Theorem I) show that u is C "~ since the data (at t = 0) is in C ~.
• 
Step 2. u is in C.2(R\~1)
Proof If n 1 = n z = -1,-there is nothing to prove so we may assume that r/2 ~ 0.
ck+ 1 We will prove that if u~ Ck.(R\~I) and k + 1 _< hE, then u , (R\~ t). Since, by
Step l, the hypothesis is valid for k = n 1 , this suffices to establish the result. To show that u e C k+l (R\ ~t), we will first show that for any p ¢ ~1, u is in C k+~ on a neighborhood ofp. Since u ~ C,(R\S) by Theorem 1, it suffices to consider p e~\{q} for/@ 1. 
O~ + aui(y o, s o + e) -oky + lu~(y o, S o --e) = ~ Oy k+ 'fflu(y,r))dr S O --
+ jump terms at Po" But, the jump terms at Po are all zero by the induction hypothesis since they involve only derivatives of order at most k. Since aky+lfj(u) is bounded, it follows that k+l ' 0y uj is continuous across c¢~.
To handle the component u~, we work in the variables (yi, s t) given by ~h" As above, the induction hypothesis immediately handles all partials of order k + 1 except 0~ + lu i. Let To complete the proof, we need only consider u near (g~. Consider the restriction ofu to one side, ~+, ofCg~. We must show that u r~ + has a C k+ t extension to +. The first part of the proof together with the fact that u e C,(R\S) shows that u has a C k+ ~ extension to ~+\{q}. In fact, {q} is easily handled too. Notice that S~ + is decomposed by the cg i into m triangular shaped regions ~-~, ..., ~-m. Suppose }~1 = k + i and let h i denote the continuous extension of Deu to gi guaranteed by Theorem 1. Then, Deu has a continuous extension to ~ + if and only if hi(q) = hi(q) for all i, j. We can label the ~--i so that ~ffi n gi + t contains a characteristic arc, F, through q. From the first part of the proof we know that h i = hi+ ~ on F\{q} so, by the continuity of the hi, it follows that hi(q)= hi+ x(q) and the proof is complete. fll The third step is the proof of the following proposition. It asserts that certain regularity is preserved under non linear maps and explains the occurrence of the number n~ + n 2 + 2. We remark that we did not use the full strength of the hypotheses in the proof of the proposition. It would have been sufficient to assume that h and the curves <g~ were C "~ +"~+~ and that v is in C, ~ +"~+l(f~\wcgi). Secondly, one can easily construct a counterexample which shows that under hypotheses (i), (ii), (iii), the hypothesis (iv) with k < n 1 + n 2 + 1 replaced by k < n t + n 2 + 2 is not sufficient to imply the conclusion (v) with k < n 1 + n 2 + 1 replaced by k < n 1 + n 2 + 2. Just let w (i), i= 1, 2, be two functions which satisfy w~)aC,(f2\cg~) c~ C"'(f2) such that some derivative D "'+ ~w (° jumps across cg~. Set v = w (~) + w ~2). Then hypotheses Next, we show that the jumps ofu have higher regularity at q then we expect for u itself. Since 7~ is C ~°, Proposition 3.1 and the induction hypothesis on u imply that each term on the right hand side of (3.6) is continuous in Y0" Thus, the same is true of the left hand side. In
Proposition 3.1. Let {qfi}~ 1 be M smooth curves in R 2 which intersect at a point q where their slopes are distinct. Suppose that f2 is a neighborhood of q which contains no other intersection points and let v be a function on f2 satisfying:
The following theorem describes the local interactions of singularities. Fig. 9 ). Suppose that ue L °~ is a solution of(1.
2) in a neighborhood R of q and that u e C , ~ + "~ + 2(R\ u ~ i) where n~ is the largest integer (or infinity) such that u is C ~ across the incoming part, (g~-, of (g~ and we label the n i so that n I <__ n 2 <=hi for i 4= 1, 2. Then ,for each i, u is at least C m' across the outgoing part, cg[-, of i where
Proof. Assume n z > 0. For i = 1 and i = 2, the conclusion of this theorem is contained in Steps one and two. If i 5 ~ 1, 2, we already know by Step 2 that u is C "~ across the outgoing part of cgi (hereafter denoted by (g+). Let k satisfy n 2 __< k =< n 1 + n 2 + 1 and k N ni -1 and suppose that u is k times continuously differentiable across (g~+ with i@ 1, 2. We will show that the same statement holds for k + 1 thus proving the theorem. Fix i 4; i, 2. To look at uj for j 4; i we work in the variables (y J, s j) given by the diffeomorphism t/j. Suppose that gt + Yz = k + 1 and fz > 1. Then 0~18~uj = For j = i, we work in the variables (y~, s i > given by the diffeomorphism t/i.
gl~ff2
As usual 0 r ~ ui will be continuous across cg+ if E z > 1 so we need only consider 0k+y 1.U~. We now apply formula (3. In the case n 1 = -1 = n2, we are only required to prove that u is continuous across cgl for i 4; 1, 2. This is easily accomplished (without differentiation formulas or the machinery of this section) by using the integral expressions for the u~.
[] In order to apply this local result to the initial value problem in the original region RT, we need only introduce some terminology. Let p be a point of S n R T which is not in a closed forward cone (defined in the introduction) of S. Then, if X is a small enough neighborhood of p, Jff n S consists of finitely many pieces of characteristic arcs. If p is an intersection point of two or more of these arcs, then the hypothesis u~C; +n2+2(j~\S) automatically holds since, by Theorem 1, we know that u~ C, (X\S). Ifp is not an intersection point, it lies on a piece of characteristic arc, F, between two intersection points, between an intersection point and the boundary of a closed forward cone, or between an intersection point and the boundary ofR r. IfF is in So, we define the order off to be the order of the singularity of the initial data at the point where F intersects the line t = 0. IfF lies in S k for k-1 k > 1, then F starts at an intersection point q of characteristic arcs in ~ S e. g=O Let n~ be the orders of the incoming arcs at q. Then the order off is defined to be min {nj + n~ + 2}. Theorem 2 immediately implies: J~¢ Corollary. Let usL°~(Rr) satisfy (1.2) in the sense of distributions. Let p be a point of S c~ R r which is not in a closed forward cone of S and which is not an intersection point of arcs in S. Suppose that the arc on which p lies has order n. Then, u is C" at p.
Existence of Singularities
In the last section we showed that when two characteristics bearing singularities of orders n 1 and n 2 intersect at a point q (see Fig. 9 ) then u has order at least n t + n 2 + 2 along ~f/+ the outgoing portion of <fi, for each i =~ 1, 2 (assuming that n i, the order of u on ~-, is __> n 1 + n 2 + 2). There is nothing in this statement that prevents u from being C ~ across ~+ in which case there would be no anomalous singularity propagating along ~f~+. In fact, this can happen as one can see by letting time run backward in Fig. 2 . In this section we derive a sufficient condition which guarantees that the order of u on ~ is exactly rain {ni, n t + n 2 + 1}. Throughout we will use the region, figures, and notation introduced in Sect. 3. We begin with the case where n i =< n 1 + n 2 + 1. Since the left hand side is non-zero, we conclude that [~+ lu~]~i~o,s > is non-zero for all s e [0, sl/2) and it cannot approach zero as s T sl/2. This proves the result in the coordinate system ( y~, s t ) and the result in the ( x, t) coordinates follows. II [] Proposition 4.3 says that an incoming singularity of order < nl + n 2 + 1, including those on cg 1 and cg 2, will emerge intact from the interaction at q. We turn now to the question of the existence of the anomalous singularities produced at q. To give as simple a sufficient condition for existence as possible we will assume that for i 5 ~ 1, 2, u has order at least n 1 + n z + 3 on ~-. This covers the main case of interest, i.e. the case when exactly two singularities meet. We also assume that n 1 > 0, n 2 > 0 which simplifies both the sufficient condition and the proof. 
Proofi There are two cases to consider depending on the relationship of cg I and (~2 (see Fig. 13 ). Suppose that we are in the case depicted in Figure 13 The first step used the hypothesis that v is continuous across (~2 and the second step used the hypothesis that • n(2) [~jp is continuous for p near q. In the case depicted in Fig. 13 b the calculation and result are the same except for a minus sign. Ill
We now return to the proof of Theorem 3. Whenever we use Lemma 4.4 we will also be using the result of Step 4 of Sect. 3 which guarantees that all the jumps [D:u]~ ) are continuous for p near q if I: I <= n 1 + n 2 + 2. We set k --n t + n 2 + 2. In order to compute L, we deal with each of the terms
L v) = [(a, + 728, separately. Using Leibnitz' rule we can write T: as a sum of terms of the form
where ~,lfljl < nl + n2 + 2 and each D stands for The purpose of Theorem 3 is to show that anomalous singularities of order n 1 + n 2 -t-2 are "usually" produced if singularities of order n~ and n 2 intersect. Of course, verification of the condition (4.1) is non-trivial since one normally does not know the solution u explicitly. However, in some cases, for example if O2f~ never vanishes for i,j, k distinct, the condition is automatically satisfied ~U ~Uk at each intersection point; we give such an example below. On the opposite extreme, suppose that o2fi -0 for all i,j, k distinct. Then
Ou~Ou k fi(x, t, u) = ~ hi(t, x, u~, ul) (4.5) for each i. In particular, this holds ifF is linear. In this case one can show by using the methods of Section 2 that no anomalous singularities of any orders are produced at any intersection points. Roughly speaking, in order to produce an anomalous singularity going in the ith direction from q, we needfl to contain products of other components of u which are singular at q; see the example below. We used the hypothesis n 1 > 0 repeatedly in the proof of Theorem 3 because it guaranteed that u and therefore derivatives of the fi evaluated at ( x, t, u(x, t) > are continuous. In the special case n~ = -1, the condition analogous to (4.1) is more complicated.
We can now explain how a singularity can disappear. Suppose that we have singularities along cgl and cg 2 as in Theorem 3 and suppose that there is an incoming singularity on cg i of order exactly n 1 + n 2 + 2. In this case (4.2) will have the -I-0,1 +,2+3 u -I(o on the right since the initial data z = z o additional term I =L y iJ<O,~o> jumps in the (n 1 + n z + 3) ~a derivative. If it just happens that L + I = 0 then there will be no singularity of order n~ + n 2 + 2 along ~+. This is what happens when the situation in Fig. 2 is run backwards in time. In that case the cancellation is not surprising since the size of the jump along the dashed line corresponds exactly to the limit of jump terms, L, at < 0, 1 >.
Suppose that all the hypotheses of Theorem 3 hold except (4.1). Then the theorem tells us that D "1 +,2 + 3 u will be continuous across cg+. What about higher derivatives? They will "usually" jump across ~g+ but the conditions on f~ which guarantee the existence of such higher order jumps, when the lowest order condition, (4.1), fails will be more complicated. and suppose that %, wo, z o have singularities of orders n 1 at xl and n 2 at x2(n ~ > 0) but are C ~ elsewhere. If fl = wz,f2 = zv,f3 = vw, then at each intersection point of S (see Figure 1. 3) an anomalous singularity will be produced since 02fl _02f2_ 0% =1#0.
OwOz OzOv OvOw
Thus the entire latticework S in Fig. 3 will be in the singular support of the solution u = (v, w, z> and, using Theorem 3 we can say exactly which derivative of u will jump across each line in the lattice. For example, on S 1 the (n I + n z + 3) ~a derivative will jump, on S z the ((n~ + n 2 + 2) + n z + 3) ra derivative will jump, and on S 2 the ((n 1 + n 2 + 2) + n a + 3) "a derivative will jump. Actually, the above statements are only valid up to the time when the solution blows up (which it will do in finite time). To make a similar example which is global in time, let fl = e-w~, f2 = e-% f3 = e-~w, and take the initial data to be >= 2. Then v, w, z remain ~ 2 since the right hand sides are positive. Since the f~ remain bounded the solution will be global in time. Now, a2ft = (zw -1)e -w~ Ow~z Qzfl ~ 0 at any intersection point since z > 2, w > 2. The same holds for so = -
02S2 and ~32S3
~v~?z ~ so condition (4.1) is satisfied at each intersection point of the lattice S. Thus all possible anomalous singularities will be produced and the entire lattice S will be the singular support of u.
